Abstract. We show that inner derivations act trivially on the cyclic cohomology of the normalized cyclic complex W(Çl)/3s(Ç).) where Í2 is a differential graded algebra. This is then used to establish the fact that the map introduced in [GJ] defines a Chern character in K theory.
We now apply this construction to define the cyclic homology theories of a DGA. Let (Q; d) be a DGA over C with unit 1. Then we set f(û) = y, ß ® (/n)®p.
where /Q = fl/C. We make ^(C2) into a graded algebra by defining 
where e, = |too| +-1-|<y,-| -i.
Then, it is easy to show that (d + b)2 = 0, in fact that d2 = b2 = db + bd = 0. We also define the A. Connes operator B0 B : C'(fi) -► ^"^(Q) by the formula
It is easily seen that [B ; d + b] = 0 so that (W(il) ;d + b; B) constitutes a mixed complex. Thus we define the cyclic homology theory of Q as HC(Q) =
HC(&(Q)).
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For a DGA Q we define 2f(ÇL) to be the subspace of W(Sl) generated by the images of the operators S¡(f) and R¡(f), where / is of degree 0 and
Then, it is easy to show that the differentials (b + d) and B map 2f(Q) into itself and hence (2>(^l) ; (b + d) ; B) is a sub mixed complex of (W(£i) ; (b + d); B). Chen's normalized cyclic complex is then defined to be the quotient complex W(a)/3f(Q).
The construction of a cyclic cycle
Let X be a smooth manifold, E a complex vector bundle over X, and let T denote the unit circle Sx. In this section, we construct an element y/(E, e) in the complex W(Ci) where
where T acts trivially on X and by multiplication on T. We shall show that y/(E, e) is (d+b)+B closed in the reduced complex W(Q) = %'(SI) j'2'(Q) and hence defines a class in HCeven of the normalized complex. (Unfortunately, y/(E, e) is not closed in W(Q) .) Moreover, y/(E, e) is an extension of the classical Chern character Ch(F) ; that is, if we view y/(E, e) as an equivariantly closed form on the free loop space LX (via the mapping a) and restrict it to X, the space of constant loops, we obtain Ch(F). The above construction is due to Getzler, Jones, and Petrack [GJP] .
A general element of Q is of the form w = a + ß dt, where a, ß e Q(X) and where dt is the standard 1-form on the unit circle T. Then we define the differential dT on Q by the following rule:
dT(a + ßdt) = da + (-l)de^ß + dßdt.
Let E be a vector bundle over X given by an idempotent e, and let Ve denote the Levi-Civita connection on E. So, Ve -ed. Let E1-denote the vector bundle determined by the idempotent e1-= 1 -e. Similarly, let V£± denote the Levi-Civita connection on E1. Let s/ be the matrix of 1-forms on X determined by the connection V# © VE± on the trivial bundle X x C" = E © Fx , that is, s¡¿ =ed + e±d -d.
So if 5 e C°°(X)n , then we find sfs = ed(es) + e±d(e-Ls) -ds = edes + eds + e^de^s + e^ds -ds = (ede + e1de±)s + eds + ( 1 -e)ds -ds = (ede + e±de-L)s.
So we find s¿ =ede + e±de±. In what follows, we shall prove that the class of y/(E, e) is independent of the choice of idempotent e and hence defines a Chern character on the Grothendieck group of vector bundles. We shall write
Then clearly ad(^T) is degree preserving, i.e., ad(JQ : W(Q.) -WP(Q.). Proposition 3.1. ad(X) commutes with both the operators B and d + b, and hence defines an action of Q° on the cyclic homology of Q. Proposition 3.2. ad(X) acts on the normalized cyclic complex %>'(Q)/'3(f2). In fact it maps 2¡(SÍ) into itself.
Proof. The proof is clear from the definition of ad(X), and the fact that 2$(Çl) is generated by the images of the operators S¡(f) and R¡(f) defined in §1. Proof. Clearly Ad(g) commutes with B . That Ad(g) also commutes with d+ b follows from a straightforward calculation using the following two relations:
(1) d(g-xdg) = -g-xdgg-xdg, The transformation e -► g~xeg leads to the transformations sé -> g~xség + g~x dg and 31 -► g~x3ig , and hence y/(E, g~xeg) = Ad(g)y/(E, e). Since Ad(g) acts trivially on HC(il), it follows that the class of \p(E, e) is independent of the choice of idempotent e describing the vector bundle E. Moreover, it is easy to see from the definition of y/(E, e), that and that ¥(E'{o o)) = ¥(E,e), ip[E®F, [* ° ] ) = ¥(E, e) + y/(F, f).
Therefore, since Kç,(X) is defined as the |Jn idempotents in Mn(C°°(X)), it follows that y/(E, e) defines a Chern character on A"o(^).
